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Deep neural networks

Brain neural networks

Credit: Max Pixel

Artificial neural networks

Why called artificial?

– (Over-)simplification on neural level

– (Over-)simplification on connection level
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Three pillars

data + specialized hardware + specialized software
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What’s good about DL?

DL leads to many things ...

Revolution: a great

change in conditions, ways

of working, beliefs, etc.

that affects large numbers

of people – from the

Oxford Dictionary

Terrence Sejnowski (Salk Institute)
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DL leads to hope

Academic breakthroughs

image classification

speech recognition credit: IBM

Go game (2017) image generation credit: I. Goodfellow
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DL leads to hope

Commercial breakthroughs ...

self-driving vehicles credit: wired.com

smart-home devices credit: Amazon

healthcare credit: Google AI
robotics credit: Cornell U.
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DL leads to productivity

Papers are produced at an overwhelming rate

image credit: arxiv.org

400× 0.8× 52/140000 ≈ 11.9%

DL Supremacy!?
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DL leads to fame

Turing Award 2018 credit: ACM.org

Citation: For conceptual and engineering breakthroughs that have

made deep neural networks a critical component of computing.
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DL leads to frustration

esp. for academic researchers ...

It’s working amazingly well, but we don’t understand why
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DL leads to new sciences

chemistry astronomy

applied math
social science
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DL leads to money

– Funding

– Investment

– Job opportunities
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A brief history of AI
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Hype?

BBC.com
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How it works?
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How it works?
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How robust?
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How robust?
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Robustness to natural variations?

test test
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Put DL into good use

solve difficult scientific and engineering problems

chemistry astronomy

applied math
social science
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Is it really straight forward?

Inverse problems: given f and y = f (x), estimate x

symmetries/ill-posedness in practical problems
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Lots of suboptimal practical usage...

e.g., phase retrieval: given Y = |F (X)|2, recover X
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Theoretical research is high-risk high-reward

I heard reiteration of the following claim:

Complex theories do not work; simple al-

gorithms do.

I would like to demonstrate that in the

area of science a good old principle is valid:

Nothing is more practical than a good

theory.

— Vladimir N Vapnik, who in-

vented support vector machines and sta-

tistical learning theory
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Insights from randomness?

(Fourier) phase retrieval:

For a complex signal x ∈ Cn, given |Fx|2, recover x.

Generalized phase retrieval:

For a complex signal x ∈ Cn, given |Ax|2 where A contains

randomness, recover x.

coded-diffraction

CDI [Candès et al., 2015]
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Insights from the Gaussian case?

y = |a∗ix| for i = 1, . . . ,m where ai’s complex Gaussian vectors

– many beautiful mathematical

results [Chi et al., 2018, Fannjiang and Strohmer, 2020]

Example 1: a beautiful init + local descent result
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Insights from the Gaussian case?

y = |a∗ix| for i = 1, . . . ,m where ai’s complex Gaussian vectors

– many beautiful mathematical

results [Chi et al., 2018, Fannjiang and Strohmer, 2020]

Example 2: my own results

min
z∈Cn

f(z)
.
=

1

2m

m∑
k=1

(y2k − |a∗kz|2)2.

Theorem ([Sun et al., 2016])

When ak’s generic and m large, with high probability

all local minimizers are global, all saddles are nice.
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I was happy until ...
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Take-home messages

James R Fienup

(U. Rochester)

I find it interesting people have tried to an-

alyze Gaussian phase retrieval. —Fineup

Beautiful mathematical results gathered so far

[Chi et al., 2018, Fannjiang and Strohmer, 2020]

But we made little progress in solving Fourier PR
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Theories for DL?
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We’re running short of doctors!
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Perils and promise

Perils

– Small datasets (sometimes)

– Unbalanced datasets (almost always)

– Noisy datasets (almost always)

Promise

– Confined domain

– Robustness — noise less wild
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What we’re up to
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RL × NCVX

{machine learning, data sciences, optimization,

computer vision, image/signal processing, imaging, healthcare. . . }

– Representation Learning: learn efficient representation for data

– Computation: compute with, often optimize with, massive amounts

of data

– Theory insights: whenever possible/necessary
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SUN group at UMN

– foundations of machine/deep learning & computer vision

* robustness in recognition

* novel applications and limitations

* fast computation and theoretical insights

– application of CV and DL in healthcare

* diagnosis and analysis of gliobastoma via brain MRI

* fracture/COVID 19 detection from chest X-rays/CT

* federated learning
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